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Freedom and high performance in blue water sailing
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Freedom and high performance in blue water sailing

Exlusive feeling in elegant ambiance

Take a break from everyday life

is fully air conditioned troughout. She can
accommodate up to 7 guests overnight in 3 ensuite
guest cabins. Each cabin is equipped with a large flat
LCD-TV and a touch panel control near the beds for
DVD, TV and iPod connection. Also navigational data
like the actual position can be monitored on the flat
screens.

’s cockpit is the ideal place to lounge,
dine and relax. Shaded by a large bimini the
cushioned seating area borders an ample deck
table that will easily seat 7 people. More shade is
provided at the bow of the boat where an awning
can be erected.

-1- Saloon. Unusually large, on the port side there is
an oval dining table surrounded by comfortable leather
seating, with extra seats available if required. The
widescreen TV in the saloon can be used to enjoy DVD
movies or monitor navigational data when connected
to the navigation-system. On the starboard side more
seating can be found as well as a bar area with fridge
and ice machine.
-2- Master Cabin. It sleeps 2-3 with one large double
and a single, may be converted into one large bunk if
required.
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is equipped with fishing and diving
gear and a wide range of watersports equipment
like waterskis (mono and double), wakeboard and
different inflatable water toys. Dives are organized in cooperation with local operators.
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-3- Port Guest Cabin. The cabin sleeps 2 with two
single bunks, good natural light and ample storage
space.
-4- Starboard Guest Cabin. Sleeps 2 with one double
bed. It’s cool and calm.
-5- Galley. The galley is open to the saloon and fully
equipped with all amenities.

The transom door when lowered to water level,
transforms into a bathing platform with swim
ladder. There is a deck shower located next to the
platform.

-6- Navigation. Open to the saloon and the galley. It
is fully equipped with all the hightech-toys you would
expect.

The professional crew of 3 caters to every
need and ensures a magnificent feeling aboard
.

www.frameless.at

Derived from the hawaiian word for lovelyness and spirit.
www.noheea.com
For further information about charter-conditions please contact
your broker.

info@oceanblueyachts.com
+44(0) 1202 757425
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